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(The attachment has the below testimony as well as a proposed map)

Dear House Redistricting Committee,

I would like to submit my statement on redistricting for your review. I’ve lived in Illinois my
entire life, with the last six and a half years in Chicago's Bridgeport neighborhood. I’ve known
the Southwest areas around I-55 for most of my existence. It’s rich in its diverse culture which
 my family and I have basked in.

We have also contributed to its diversity. I was born to Mexican-American parents and
picked up Spanish as my first language at home. My schooling went from the west suburbs to
the cornfields of Urbana-Champaign. Jobs have placed me in Schaumburg to various parts of
Chicago including Goose Island and the Loop.

I wish for our current representation to continue as IL-3. Doing so will help retain our
diversity, entrepreneurship, and drive to better our state and country.

Sincerely,
Anthony Avina
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IL-3 Proposed Map by Anthony Avina
Dear House Redistricting Committee,


I would like to submit my statement on redistricting for your review. I’ve lived in Illinois my
entire life, with the last six and a half years in Chicago's Bridgeport neighborhood. I’ve known
the Southwest areas around I-55 for most of my existence. It’s rich in its diverse culture which
my family and I have basked in.


We have also contributed to its diversity. I was born to Mexican-American parents and
picked up Spanish as my first language at home. My schooling went from the west suburbs to
the cornfields of Urbana-Champaign. Jobs have placed me in Schaumburg to various parts of
Chicago including Goose Island and the Loop.


I wish for our current representation to continue as IL-3. Doing so will help retain our
diversity, entrepreneurship, and drive to better our state and country.


I’ve attached an associate’s map of a proposed IL-3. From his words, it contains:


● A majority of the current transportation infrastructure located in the 3rd Congressional
District


● Proposal embraces the diversity of our region and creates a majority minority district


Please take some time to survey it.


Sincerely,
Anthony Avina
















